
Supervisor’s Remarks Support Actionable Age and National

Origin Discrimination Claims

The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals (encompassing Ohio and

Michigan, among other states) recently held that a

supervisor’s discriminatory remarks directed at a

subordinate created a sufficient factual basis for the

subordinate to pursue age and national original

discrimination claims under Title VII. The decision highlights

the enhanced risks associated with discriminatory remarks

by a “decision-maker” (versus a rank and file employee) in

the workplace.

In DiCarlo v. Potter, plaintiff Henry DiCarlo sued the

Postmaster General following the termination of his

employment with the U.S. Postal Service. DiCarlo alleged

that his supervisor, Timothy Bailey, told DiCarlo “he was no

spring chicken,” he “would not be a supervisor at the facility

because of his age,” he was a “dirty wop” and “there were

too many dirty wops around [the facility].” Bailey denied

that he made such comments, and both he and the Postal

Service denied that they discriminated against DiCarlo in

any respect. When the Postal Service terminated DiCarlo, he

filed an EEOC Administrative Claim and later a federal

district court complaint, wherein he alleged age and

national origin discrimination in connection with his

termination.

A federal district court dismissed the claims, but the Sixth

Circuit reversed. The court held that when such remarks are

made by an individual with decision-making authority, they

become relevant to whether sufficient evidence exists to

bring a discrimination claim to trial. The court concluded

that Bailey was clearly a decision-maker with respect to

DiCarlo’s termination, and that the biased remarks

attributed to him constitute direct evidence of age and

national origin discrimination. This analysis is significant

because, for direct discrimination claims under Title VII (as

opposed to claims of indirect discrimination), the plaintiff

has no obligation to disprove nondiscriminatory reasons for

his adverse treatment that may be advanced by the

employer. Thus, at trial, DiCarlo can prevail if the trier of fact

determines that Bailey made the inappropriate statements,

and that he was at least partially motivated by age and/or

national origin discrimination when he decided to terminate

DiCarlo’s employment (even if Bailey was also motivated by

nondiscriminatory factors).

This decision not only reinforces the general importance of

effective EEO policies and practices by employers, but it

highlights the substantial risks employers face when

employees with decision-making authority utter

discriminatory statements like those allegedly made by

DiCarlo’s supervisor.

When is an Alcoholic Employee “Disabled” Under the ADA?

A Federal Court Provides Guidance

The First Circuit Court of Appeals (encompassing

Massachusetts and Maine, among other states) recently

offered guidance to employers regarding duties they may

have to alcoholic employees under the Americans with

Disabilities Act (“ADA”). 

In Sullivan v. Neiman Marcus, plaintiff John Sullivan sued

Neiman Marcus for disability discrimination and failure to

accommodate under the ADA, following the department

store’s termination of Sullivan’s employment after he

allegedly consumed alcohol during the workday and failed

to show up for work. A federal district court dismissed

Sullivan’s claims on the ground that he presented no

evidence that Neiman Marcus terminated Sullivan because

of his alleged disability - alcoholism. The First Circuit

affirmed the dismissal, but on a different ground - Sullivan

failed to present sufficient evidence that he was “disabled”

under the ADA, a prerequisite to both a discrimination and
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failure to accommodate a claim under that statute. The court

acknowledged that, while alcoholism is a recognized

impairment under the ADA, the impairment must

“substantially limit” a major life activity (i.e., speaking,

breathing, walking, etc.).

Sullivan argued that his duties as a Neiman Marcus

Assistant Manager constituted a major life activity, and that

his alcoholism substantially impaired his ability to carry out

that activity. However, Sullivan presented virtually no

evidence that his alcoholism impacted his ability to work.

This failure of proof was particularly glaring in light of

previous decisions where courts held that employees, to

successfully advance the “work as a major life activity”

theory, must be significantly restricted in their ability to

perform either a class of jobs or a broad range of jobs. Proof

that an employee cannot perform a single particular job will

not suffice to establish substantial limitation in the major

life activity of working. Because Sullivan could not establish

that he was “disabled” under the ADA, his claims failed as a

matter of law.

Although California’s FEHA imposes a more lenient standard

for employees who seek to prove they are disabled, the First

Circuit’s analysis of the “work as a major life activity” theory

is nevertheless helpful to employers regarding disability

discrimination and accommodation claims under both state

and federal law. 

Negligent Disclosure of False Information to Prospective

Employer Insufficient to Support Defamation Claim

A California court recently clarified a defense available to

companies that engage in a “slip of the tongue” with

respect to communications with their former employees’

prospective employers. 

In Noel v. River Hills Wilsons, Inc., a state court of appeal

affirmed the dismissal of plaintiff Brandon Noel’s

defamation claim against his former employer, defendant

River Hills Wilsons. Noel worked for GTE on a contingent

basis, and later applied for a full-time position with the

company.  As part of its background investigation of Noel,

GTE contacted River Hills, a company for whom Noel briefly

worked prior to GTE. A River Hills manager erroneously

informed GTE’s background investigator that Noel left its

employ because of “loss prevention issues,” and that his

rehire status was “unfavorable.”

This information was inaccurate.  Indeed, the River Hills

manager confused Noel with another former employee.

Nevertheless, when GTE learned of the results of the

background investigation, it terminated Noel’s employment.

Noel sued River Hills for defamation, but the trial court

granted the company’s motion to dismiss on the ground

that the manager’s erroneous statements were privileged

and therefore not defamatory. Specifically, the court held

that, under California Civil Code Section 47, River Hills

enjoyed a conditional privilege against the arguably

defamatory statements because they were made without

malice. Noel could not establish that the River Hills

manager’s statements were malicious and therefore beyond

the statutory privilege because he offered no evidence that

the manager possessed “hatred or ill will” toward Noel, or

that she “acted in reckless disregard of [Noel’s] rights.”

Ultimately, the court held that the manager’s statements

were merely negligent, and thereby privileged.

This decision is certainly good news for companies

concerned about making disclosures to a former employee’s

prospective employer. Nevertheless, employers should

always employ caution when providing information of any

kind to a prospective employer. And in all events, they

should avoid representations about the reasons for and

circumstances surrounding an employee’s termination

unless absolutely necessary.
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